
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2007 3:29 PM PT 
To: Joel Havemann – Los Angeles Times 
Cc: rest; Joseph A. Greco - Institutional Senior Trader, BRANDES INVESTMENT 
PARTNERS ; zviz@haaretz.co.il; brandesinstitute@brandes.com; David Berman - son-
in-law of Michael Steinhardt - Berman Capital; Basil Gelpke - co-Producer of Crude 
Awakening; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; peter.fritsch@wsj.com; 
Jeffrey Scott Flier, M.D. - Dean Harvard School of Medicine; kelly.evans@wsj.com; M.A. 
Sanjayan, Ph.D. - Lead Scientist, The Nature Conservancy - Planet Earth BBC 
commentator; Professor Jagdish Bhagwati - Columbia University; Professor Jeffrey 
Sachs - Columbia University; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard C. 
Levin, President Yale University; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; 
tribe@law.harvard.edu; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South Africa; Mark 
Gevisser - The Nation's southern African correspondant; Trevor Manuel - South Africa's 
Minister of Finance; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; 
Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-
Rhodes Scholar Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Randall Kaplan. 
co-founder of AKAMAI with Daniel Lewin - 911 victim - Member of Sayeret Matkal - Elite 
Israeli Special Forces unit; Mossad; Michael Lombardi - FBI; United States Justice 
Department; jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Eliot Spitzer - Governor of New York State - 
Former Attorney General of New York State ; Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of Attorney 
General; Whitman Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney General; NO LONGER PRACTICING, 
thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm 
Donor aka The It; Ron Bellows Senior - Risk Management specialist - AIG; Ernest 
Patrikis Esq. - General Counsel AIG; Joseph Steinberg - President of Luecadia National 
Corporation; Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; David Winterton 
(wintertondavid@hotmail.com); Fred Deluca - Founder-co-owner Subway; Dave Duree 
Esq.; Diana Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big Jury Award in Injury Case Over 
Keyboards - December 10, 1996; Professor Joe Grundfest - Stanford University - former 
member of the SEC; jeff.rabin@latimes.com; Vicky Schiff - co-Managing Director of 
Wetherly Capital Group; Courtney Klepsch - Online Editor - 10 News.com; Dan 
Weinstein - co Managing Director of the Wetherly Capital Group; Mark Trump-Turkey 
Weinstein; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Roger W. Robinson; Mary Valder - Trilateral 
Commission; Catherine Garcia - NBC anchor; FREEDOM ROAD SOCIALIST 
ORGANIZATION; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III 
Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Kenneth 
Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; Oprah; 
oreilly@foxnews.com; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Howard Schultz - Founder, 
Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks; Steven Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - 
Middleast; Professor Trevor Jones - Economics Dept - University of Natal, South Africa; 
Jay O. Light - Dean Harvard Business School; Allie Meyer - WHY WE FIGHT!; Basil 
Gelpke - co-Producer of Crude Awakening; editor@shanghaidaily.com; South China 
Morning Post; William Clark - Petro Dollar Wars; Tom Mangold -Author; Seymour M. 
Hersh c/o The New Yorker; TheTonightShow@nbc.com; Newell Starks - Chairman of 
the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture Corporation fronting 
corporation; Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; JRK@class-action-law.com; Jay 
McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar Clinton; 
Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: MINISTER WITHOUT PORT - al quaida - oil fields - us paralyzed 
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Earlier I fired off this 444 word email to the owners of Patagonia, a relatively high-end 
clothing manufacturer-retailer targeting “upwardly mobile”. 
 
Just prior I fired off the first of my responses this morning to a trader at Brandes 
Investment Partners who I met yesterday after a late lunch at Il Fornaio, located on the 
deck of the Del Mar Plaza where New York based Ron Bellows of AIG and I would 
spend an afternoon, “shooting the breeze”; Joe Greco was sitting with cell phone fidgety 
talkative individuals oblivious, no different to most, of their immediate surroundings 
which of course you would expect to include members of the most highly deceptive of 
the deceptive of the world’s intelligence institutes beginning with Israel’s Mossad whose 
tactics didn’t change despite the motto changing from “By way of deception we wage 
war” to “Where no counsel is, the people fall, but in the multitude of counselors there is 
safety" - Proverbs XI, 14. 
 
Joe and I formally met at Il Fornaio’s outside bar, my Italian friend Davide 

 
having the day-evening off. 
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As I paid my lunch bill Joe informed me that his firm currently manages some US$100 
billion, only deals with institutional investors or high net worth individuals.  
 
No doubt that despite Joe and his colleagues immediately prior to running in to me had 
thought of themselves as being rather “worldly” while at the same time totally unfamiliar 
with the inextricably close ties between 47th Street and Wall Street in New York City, the 
DAAC’s intelligence gathering and money laundering capital which has Joe, his 
colleagues and security compliance lawyers doing what exactly right now apart from 
thinking first of their own personal “nest eggs” followed by then fidgeting a little more, not 
sure whether the passing of time even to fart works for or against them, before then 
figuring it is more than the Feds who are fully “wired” and to begin addressing the rather 
important issue of “disclosure” where this coming weekend most likely wont serve as any 
distraction; on the contrary this is going to be the most heavy sweating weekend any of 
them could have imagined in their worst nightmare. 
 
I promise to keep you informed of any and all future dialogues with both Brandes 
Investment Partners and Patagonia as well as any or all of their partners wanting to help 
“liven up things”. 
 
And of course if there is anything you would like to add on any subject please feel free to 
join in at any time including commenting on why when Leslie Stahl of CBS’ 60 Minutes 
recently interviewed Alan Greenspan who thought nothing of telling the American public 
he derived great satisfaction in lying to them for some 17 odd years when Chairman of 
the DAAC’s U.S. Federal Reserve, this DAAC stooge interviewer wearing a thick gold 
chain who felt perfectly okay to laugh along with Greenspan continuing to have fun with 
the easily distracted “tits and ass” American public, didn’t ask whether Greenspan’s wife, 
NBC White House correspondant Andrea Walters helped prepare him for this nonsense 
interview coming at a rather critical moment in the collapse of the DAAC House of Saud 
house of cards capital and financial markets. 
 
Currently, your subconscious and conscious - reading time again Greenspan’s classic 
1966 essay, GOLD AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM which not surprisingly he quickly 
forgot when joining the DAAC forces - are converging like no other time since swimming 
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around in your mother’s womb; the not so Top Secret Israeli Military Intelligence report 
worrying you to the point that you simply cannot sleep at night thinking, at the same 
time, thanks to me spelling it out so very clearly, how rather brilliant was David Ben 
Gurion, Israel’s first Prime Minister not keeping it a secret that Israel was trading both 
weapons as well as military intelligence with the United States of America’s South 
African Apartheid Regime aka the 3rd Reich’s Southern Division that took root in South 
Africa sitting atop the world’s richest mineral resources excluding black gold oil, 
beginning within a month of Israel being granted Statehood by the DAAC controlled 
United Nations who never expected Israel’s forces made up of both DBG’s Haganah and 
Menachem Begin’s Irgun, the two Jewish underground movement fighting the British for 
a Jewish homeland in Palestine, to last more than a few hours when the DAAC Nazi’s 
FINAL SOLUTION would have been a “fête à compli” and there would be less people 
like me to “make a difference”. 
 
Not to mention I didn’t notice any reference when quickly perusing Brandes.com’s 
website of any reference to this so very important and easy to understand explanation of 
the importance a smart guy like Greenspan attached to the role of gold in preserving 
both wealth and individual freedoms which Joe and his colleagues no doubt will 
eventually take up with their university professors.  
 
Now if you are broke and/or do not have “blackened hands” you have to be not only 
“smiling from ear to ear” – no longer am I allowed to place up on The Internet this one 
most extraordinary beautiful photo I took of a naked French-Canadian with a body to die 
for - but invigorated like never before which is not to suggest unless you are in fact fit 
that you join me just prior to lunch for a swim in the so very attractive rough white-
capped surf immediately in front of the cliff house. 
 
Never before in the 200+ year history of the United States has it been so self-evident 
that all 3 Branches of the United States Government have been fully complicit in the 
most extraordinarily brutal, beyond belief repressive tyrannical 45 odd year rule of the 
Apartheid Regime, so very “openly” supported by corrupt beyond belief politically 
powerful American Charles Engelhard who was eventually assassinated by the Mossad 
at age 54 and laid to rest at St. Mary’s Abby Church in Morris Town, two words, New 
Jersey on March 2nd 1971 with the DAAC’s most senior U.S. representatives forced to 
attend the funeral proceedings, including Senator Ted Kennedy, former President 
Lyndon Johnson and Vice President Humphrey. 
 
Not to mention yet again that some 5 odd months later the U.S. would officially go off the 
Gold Standard and Engelhard’s estate under the command and control of my uncle 
David Gevisser who received some US$6 million immediately following the church 
burial, began to go through the roof and nothing quite having as much a positive impact 
on Engelhard’s estate as the decision a couple of years later by the DAAC controlled 
U.S. Congress to mandate that every new automobile sold in the U.S. contain in its 
catalytic converter a piece of platinum whose world supply was controlled by Engelhard 
with allegiance only to those who never made the DAAC the focus of their attention. 
  
Pretty amazing that despite the deep schism between the Haganah and the Irgun, well 
reflected in Ben Gurion’s decision in mid-June 1948 with Israel’s War of Independence 
far from over, to have his most trusted field commander Yitzchak Rabin sink the Altalena 
in Tel-Aviv harbor with Menachem Begin on board, the State of Israel survived, not only 
the War of Independence but every effort to destroy “free market” advocates by the 
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world’s DAAC controlled military, quite obviously not quite as expert in the art of 
deception as Israel’s military intelligence who depend on the world’s best to stay one 
step ahead. 
 
You will recall it was not a pleasant sight on September 5th, 1997, the eve of the 25th 
anniversary of DAAC controlled PLO terrorists beginning to brutally murder 11 
defenseless Israeli athletes at the 1972 MUNIch Olympic Games, to watch as Arab TV 
broadcasted the body parts including half a head of a member of Israel’s Flotilla 13 
following a very significant breakdown in intelligence, most likely between Israel’s brutal 
Air Force who had got the settings wrong on a bomb being carried by one of the 
commandos that left 11 Flotilla members dead including the unit commander. 
 
You will also recall that my mother and her immediate family, the Badash-Ashes had 
arrived just a year prior in 1947 following closely on the heels 

 
of Charles Engelhard who first began journeying to South Africa in the late 1940s. 

http://edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm


 
You also cannot forget that my highly precise and secretive mother, 

 
reading from page 3, LIFE STORY OF ZENA, “married Bernie Gevisser when she was 
19 after only a few months in Durban” and just prior my mother had made mention that 



my father’s family, “owned land in Haifa harbour and Zichron Yscov and she rapidly felt 
at home in Israel” which you would of course find a little “surprising” since my mother 
had spent the first 18 or so years of her life in England, Great Britain. 
 
You would also be a fool to forget that in the sentence immediately prior my highly 
deceptive but very truthful mother wrote,  
 

“From the earliest days of 1949 she visited Israel two and three times a year 
writing reports for different publications. Her paternal grandmother [Nechie 
Badash] had been an early resident of Tel Aviv only returning to England when 
Zena was born.” 

 
You must not also forget that in the early days of January 1949 the severely stretched 
Israeli Air Force were having to contend with Allied fighter pilots escorting Egyptian 
fighters in to battle against Israel’s one squadron 

 
who were now being commanded by Dr. Syd Cohen MD who during World Oil War II 
had no problem with my amazing fighter-bomber-pilot father Bernie Gevisser being his 
“wingman” 



 
beginning with my dad’s 



 
4th of some 71 odd miraculous missions dive-bombing the crap out of the DAAC Nazi 
bastards who had by December 4th, 1945 not only fully infiltrated British and American 
military intelligence but had shared such intelligence with the DAAC Nazis that of course 
provides the best explanation of why General Eisenhower kept in his shirt pocket a 
speech he planned to give had D-Day June 5th-6th 1944 been a “disaster” which of 



course it was for those slaughtered on the beaches of Normandy; again when putting 
aside “morality” everything depends on whether your business model sees “peace as 
war” in which case you would be applauding and salivating at each drop of blood spilled 
in oil wars. 

I thought you might also enjoy reading the exact email titled, LIFE STORY OF ZENA 
which my Royal Mater-Mother began broadcasting on October 9th, 2001.  



 



 



  
Not to mention the last time I spoke over the telephone with my mother was in late 
summer of 2004 which ended with my quick-computing mother asking, “Are you not 
concerned for your life?” when simply making her aware of the very carefully crafted 
Diamond Invention book containing so very important “gaps” of course familiar to those 
at the very top of the DAAC pyramid as well as the very deep underground Jewish 
Underground who have members buried deep in the Mossad keeping Israel’s most 
deceptive intelligence institute the least DAAC infiltrated. 
 
You might recall coming across this email of February 24th 2004 addressed to Mr. Jeffrey 
R. Krinsk of Finkelstein & Krinsk providing 
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Mr. JRK with a pretty good track to run on in preparing an epic class action complaint 
against the DAAC criminal enterprise Citigroup which has this not all that well known to 
the general public private corporation Citicorp Venture Corporation specializing in 
“management friendly” i.e. “shareholder hostile” takeovers, much like what occurred in 
1969 to my immediate family’s well-known South African public corporation, The Moshal 
Gevisser Group of Companies, traded on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, within a 
couple of years of the Mossad “pulling the plug” on American Charles Engelhard who 
orchestrated not only the “shareholder hostile” takeover but assassination of my 
maternal grandfather Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash, although my highly secretive and 
extraordinarily well war-peace traveled mother, Zena Gevisser, consistently when 
pushed by me to explain why so little mention in the media about the richest man in the 
world dying at the rather young age of 54, would respond,  
 

“Charles Engelhard died of an addiction to Coca Cola”. 
 
Not to mention that Ron Bellows was with me on the deck of the Del Mar Plaza on 
Tuesday, February 24th, 2004 when I was typing rather quickly the email on my wireless 



laptop computer and just prior to hitting the send button at 6:25 PM suggested that I 
provide the 79 odd word summary that read: 
 

Summary: Sumtime tomorrow I will provide u with a more organized “complaint” 
4 u tu consider very seriously filing against Citicorp 4 in a nutshell, “stock 
manipulation” of epic proportions and remember unlike legal complaints geared 
toward a selective “bought and paid 4” audience, mine will appeal tu the masses 
(ad-infinitum), those fed up with organized religion, no different to organized 
political parties, no different to organized charities, no different to organized 
crime syndicates, who r just better organized, agree?   

 
Seems silly giving anyone a break right now as increasingly each one of us has to focus 
on the “converging forces” that to begin with has Israeli Military Intelligence releasing 
through me who has no official or unofficial standing with any military or military 
intelligence gathering institution like the Mossad with the most brutally effective 
assassinations unit, a bone chilling, stock market paralyzing not exactly rosy scenario 
that all the world’s intelligence services now perfectly understand leaves open the 
distinct possibility that Israel itself might decide not to wait for Al Quaida to begin 
launching a series of attacks on the oil fields of the U.S. controlled Saudi Arabia, Kuwait 
and Qatar that in the very next instant will paralyze the U.S. economy. 
 
And the reality has of course not yet sunk in to each and every grossly underpaid United 
States service person that Israel now has a no-nonsense, anything but fanatical head of 
all Israel’s military and intelligence gathering institutions including the Mossad, “calling 
the shots”. 
 
Although Ami Ayalon appears just like me - I have more hair - to have zero standing 
given his title, “Minister Without Portfolio” which says he has unquestionable and 
unlimited power which is not to suggest that even though I may have more scars on my 
body this highest decorated and most respected former Admiral of Israel’s most brutal 
Navy who didn’t get off a boat in Haifa harbor just yesterday before heading up Flotilla 
13, Israel’s Special Forces Maritime unit whose commandos while feeling superior than 
any other Special Forces unit in the water don’t exactly feel inadequate when eventually 
walking on land or dropped in enemy lines which often times they have a role in drawing, 
that I know any more or less than Mr. Ayalon who to the best of my knowledge I have yet 
to meet officially or unofficially despite my many visits to Israel, none of which of course 
show up on any of the many South African and American passports. 

http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/906863.html


 
Before getting in to the importance of you feeling the need to communicate what is going 
on in your private life no doubt impacted by your loss of income I suggest you examine 
closely the “mind game” going on between your subconscious and conscious mind not 
being able to rid itself of the connecting dots between the ingenious not so Top Secret 
Israeli Military Intelligence report, the Secret Society envisioned by DeBeers’ founder, 
Cecil Rhodes, Rhodes Scholar Clinton’s last minute Presidential Pardon of terrorist 
financier Marc “Trading with the enemy” Rich and the United States Government’s 
extraordinary military support of the most anti-competition, racist, most brutally 
repressive South African Apartheid Regime immediately following World Oil War II that 
had just prior to its so orchestrated conclusion, and immediately after the atrocity of the 
Yalta Conference that began 2 days following the Soviet Red Army liberating the 
DAAC’s Auschwitz death camp, DAAC President Roosevelt meeting on board a U.S. 
destroyer, DAAC House of Saud representative Ibn Saud. 



By the way were you aware that the father of my pal Mathew Margo, a senior attorney 
for 60 Minutes, was directed by Ben Gurion following Israel’s War of Independence to 
produce the “blueprint” for Israel’s brutal Air Force? 
 
Consequently, someone like Matthew would have little difficulty fully understanding the 
rather disjointed email I sent him on January 26th 2004 the day after I saw DAAC 
operative Leslie Stahl interviewing my other pal Roger W. Robinson who was part of an 
orchestrated effort by the DAAC to discredit President George W. Bush without either 
Ms. Stahl or RWR informing viewers that “our man Roger” during President Ronald W. 
Reagan’s first administration, was a very senior member of the National Security Council 
doing the “bidding” of the DAAC who have never been able to come close to corrupting 
the Bush family as they have each and every other U.S. Administration since the DAAC 
set up their “Secret Society” following the death of Cecil Rhodes in 1902. 
 
At least equal in importance, apart from my mother having 8 miscarriages and my wife 
and I now living in what is officially called Carriage House here on the bluffs of Del Mar, 
California, even the easiest distracted beginning to notice how very little interesting stuff 
there is in the news these days, would have been able to follow along the more than 
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8,000 word heavily broadcasted communiqué I began sending out on January 23rd of 
this year and ending on February 13th, my wife’s birthday. 
 
Israel’s “shot across the bow” of the United States that the overwhelming majority of us 
Americans would consider to be so undeserving in light of all the aid beginning with 
military weaponry “gifted” to Israel to defend itself and of course America’s DAAC special 
business interests leaves the U.S. powerless to respond “in kind” and why I would argue 
that certain U.S. Generals made comment that they could live with a nuclear armed Iran 
that was then followed by the U.S. announcing “war games” in preparation of a pre-
emptive military strike against Iran. 
 
This mind-boggling but rather easy to understand “conflicting” stuff not only occurring 
within the space between your ears results most of all in it not possible to argue we, the 
United States of America have the “high moral ground” leaving us increasingly with only 
our increasingly weakening military given how very transparent has been the 3 Branches 
of the U.S. Government’s indefensible support of the tyrannical South African Apartheid 
Regime which again is worth repeating, Israel from its very beginning, made the entire 
world aware of its close military relationship with the National Nazi Socialist Government 
of South Africa without a single American politician beginning with the DAAC controlled, 
mostly Democrat, United States Congress, “batting an eyelid”. 
 
So you ask yourself how can any Jewish American vote Democrat? 
 
The answer can be found by asking these hypocrites why they have never been vocal 
about the Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters while being the backbone-cushion 
of the DAAC are, for the most part, very opposed to the State of Israel? 
 
So you can explain what it means to be Jewish when Jewish people are only Jewish 
when it suits them no different to Roman Catholics, Protestants, Hindus, Buddhists, 
Greeks, Gypsies, Martians, Muslims and the such, everyone not speaking out against 
the DAAC who interfere with the light on the side of the DAAC and to them I say, “Good 
Luck!” 
 
It is not “rili” [sic] important whether you were fired unless the person who terminated you 
is a monster like Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD et al in which case do not leave out any 
details. 
 
With time on your hands perhaps you might consider lending a hand to John Dau in 
rounding up the 4,000 other Lost Boys of the Sudan who may not be as favored a slave 
as John and more willing to protest in the front of the UN headquarters in Manhattan, the 
DAAC’s money laundering and intelligence gathering capital of the world. 
 
Not to mention neither you nor I are in all likelihood sufficiently “equipped” to determine 
whether a John or a prostitute or a pimp are mostly or partly on the Mossad’s payroll but 
you can surely question how very easy it would be for local law enforcement if they really 
wanted to find themselves out of a job, getting rid of each and every prostitute and pimp 
simply by contracting out to a more competent mercenary group such as Black Water, 
and when taking out just one pimp-drug pusher to leave such a bloody trail that leaves 
nothing to the imagination of the rest of the pimps-drugs pushers throughout the United 
States that it is not only non-official military organizations like Black Water who are so 
unaccountable, lacking the authority to “Court Marshal”. 
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When last did you hear of an Israeli Special Forces unit sitting around anxiously waiting 
for a reply to a package containing body parts sent to an adversarial party?  
 
If you have other distractions going on in your life such as finding for yourself the hottest 
date this coming Saterday night stop right here. 
 
It is of course possible that you would very much like to flush out increasingly co-opted-
corrupted John Dau and Co. but because you cannot afford the airfare along with the 
cost of a hotdog and why not try eating a banana in a hotdog bun when failing to find a 
hot date in the produce section, you might like to be a part of a round table discussion to 
be broadcast over the www.JUST3ANTS.com website and this Saterday would be 
perfectly okay with me. 
 
In the meantime after reading through the 8916 word heavily broadcasted email I sent 
the night before last to my one American programmer Adam Tucker who later visited 
with me in Del Mar, California, remembering click first on the hyperlink above the 
number 16 taking you to page 16 of www.NEXTraterresTRIAL.com where by clicking 
PLAY you get to hear Matthew good band’s most awesome song, Symbolist White 
Walls on their album Last of The Ghetto Astronauts first introduced to us by my wife’s 
younger brother Jean Dion a member of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and whose 
elder brother Andre is now retired from the RCMP and before leaving his senior post at 
the Canadian Embassy in Washington DC arranged with his U.S. Secret Service 
connections who we first met at a very well attended “Going Away Party” that included 
the most beautiful African American SS agent providing a private tour of the White 
House, read along the words. 
 

I’m tired of blood and over priced bubble gum 
Nobody moves and nobody gets hurt for very long 
I’m wearing the same skin, I take it all on the chin 
I still believe everything that I hear 
And sometimes it’s easy, sometimes it’s easier 
And sometimes it’s all free 
I have a psychic and she says I’m lonely 
She says inside of me is turning out all wrong 
So now I just sit here 
And think of meaningless things to say 
  
It’s all right now 
Take the world and make it yours again! 
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-- 



 



 
Ps – Wouldn’t you agree that my French Canadian wife Marie Dion Gevisser 



 
would make the most perfect Mossad agent, an artist the perfect cover? 
 
You would know that my Royal Mater-Mother’s most famous model Penny Coelen who 
you see below 



  
freezing her buns off on Durban South Africa’s south beach shortly after she won the 
Miss World competition in 1958, beating a Canadian who my mother thought was more 
beautiful 



  
as well as sexier 



 



 





but not want the Miss World officials were looking for, “is infamous for her incredible 
pistol shot”. 

 
To mention little of MDG not looking for a secret agent job, now selling art and doing a 
stellar job of “mastering the look”  
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that Sebastian displays in the photo below 



  
contained in a Valencia, Spain newspaper article that in the background is Sebastian’s 
almost life-size beautiful of beautiful portrait he was just starting work on of MDG and our 
so very sweet and soft super Italian Greyhound Pypeetoe that now has them both 
immortalized 



 



 
To go out like Pypeetoe, his heart so extraordinarily filled with love, saying all his 
goodbyes to those who mattered most in his life, in the nick of time, we, should all be so 
fortunate. 
 
Not to forget how Sebastian, his most beautiful wife Margarita and I cannot forget how 
when at Scripps Hospital in La Jolla one day Pypeetoe stole the hearts of everyone, 
most of all Margarita who may mourn his passing as much as Marie and me although we 
cannot forget Sebastian who captured so well his undivided loyalty to Marie. 



 
More importantly to know versus believe you will return as Pypeetoe who truly lived “the 
life of Riley” right from the very start 





 
to the most happy ending, spending 2 full days in the “lap of luxury” having his favorite 
woman in the world all to himself without having to compete with me who he would have 
followed to the end of the world and back, so long as we didn’t leave Marie or Maggie 
behind, for the warm-cool spot in whatever bed we were in not just right up against but 
on top of Marie, better yet in between her most awesome French-Canadian skier legs, is 
a dream come true. 
 
True there can never be a replacement in this lifetime for a superhuman soul such as 
our Fuzz-Face Pypeetoe  



 
who spoke to Marie and me best when we would hug causing his uncluttered mind to go 
stark raving nuts, first the out-of-control barking followed by the cat-like-stance ready to 
pounce as he felt so very left out which of course lasted not more than a second or two 
before he would go quiet as a mouse, take over and consume all our unconditional love. 

 
There is a reason for everything. 
 



[Word count 4297] 
 
 
---Original Message----- 
From: Havemann, Joel [mailto:Joel.Havemann@latimes.com]  
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2007 9:32 AM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: RE: AL QUAIDA - OIL FIELDS - US PARALYZED 
 
     I am no longer a regular contributor to the Los Angeles 
Times. Please strike me from your e-mail list. 
     Thanks, joel havemann 
 
 
---Original Message----- 
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2007 10:12 PM PT 
To: Adam Tucker 
Cc: rest; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; fundraising@theIRC.org; 
advocacy@theIRC.org; jasminka@theIRC.org; 
Philip.Wood@theIRC.org;'Edward.Bligh@theIRC.org; Peter.Biro@theIRC.org; 
Melissa.Winkler@theIRC.org; Lydia@IRCUK.org; ameena.ilahi@pakistan.theirc.org; 
peter.fritsch@wsj.com; kelly.evans@wsj.com; M.A. Sanjayan, Ph.D. - Lead Scientist, 
The Nature Conservancy - Planet Earth BBC commentator; Professor Jagdish Bhagwati 
- Columbia University; Professor Jeffrey Sachs - Columbia University; Drew Faust - 
President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; Alan M. 
Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; tribe@law.harvard.edu; Thabo Mvuyelwa 
Mbeki - President of South Africa; Mark Gevisser - The Nation's southern African 
correspondant; Trevor Manuel - South Africa's Minister of Finance; Nicholas 
Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; 
Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar Clinton; Roy 
Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Randall Kaplan. co-founder of AKAMAI with 
Daniel Lewin - 911 victim - Member of Sayeret Matkal - Elite Israeli Special Forces unit; 
Mossad; Michael Lombardi - FBI; United States Justice Department; 
jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Eliot Spitzer - Governor of New York State - Former Attorney 
General of New York State ; Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of Attorney General; Whitman 
Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney General; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. 
John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The 
It; Ron Bellows Senior - Risk Management specialist - AIG; Ernest Patrikis Esq. - 
General Counsel AIG; Joseph Steinberg - President of Luecadia National Corporation; 
MaryRose Cusimano; Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; David Winterton 
(wintertondavid@hotmail.com); Fred Deluca - Founder-co-owner Subway; Dave Duree 
Esq.; Diana Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big Jury Award in Injury Case Over 
Keyboards - December 10, 1996; Professor Joe Grundfest - Stanford University - former 
member of the SEC; jeff.rabin@latimes.com; Vicky Schiff - co-Managing Director of 
Wetherly Capital Group; Dan Weinstein - co Managing Director of the Wetherly Capital 
Group; Mark Trump-Turkey Weinstein; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Roger W. Robinson; Mary 
Valder - Trilateral Commission; FREEDOM ROAD SOCIALIST ORGANIZATION; Molly 
H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - 
JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past 
President of the New State Bar Association; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; 
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Sternshow@howardstern.com; Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global 
Strategist for Starbucks; Steven Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleast; Professor 
Trevor Jones - Economics Dept - University of Natal, South Africa; Jay O. Light - Dean 
Harvard Business School; Allie Meyer - WHY WE FIGHT!; Basil Gelpke - co-Producer of 
Crude Awakening; editor@shanghaidaily.com; South China Morning Post; William Clark 
- Petro Dollar Wars; Tom Mangold -Author; Seymour M. Hersh c/o The New Yorker; 
TheTonightShow@nbc.com; Newell Starks - Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding 
Company - A Citicorp Venture Corporation fronting corporation; Deborah "Aggressive" 
Sturman Esq.; JRK@class-action-law.com; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Hilary-
Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar Clinton; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; 
President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: AL QUAIDA - OIL FIELDS - US PARALYZED 
 
In summary… 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Adam Tucker 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:05 PM 
To: Gary Gevisser 
Subject:  
 
Can we leverage the awareness of Darfur to reach more sensitive people? 
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